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nang a
IVat Ma,ster Suite?

Start your wish list with thwe 10 pointers,

,,{i,uil,'tl i':i ll
\[hy reserve impressive architecture for your home's public spaces?

A soaring ceiling can add drama to your master bedroom and

make it feel tvrice as 1arge. Create interest overhead by using

the same wall covering as used on the lower walls Or choose a

complementary treatment that's in a lighter shade to avoid a top-

hear'1, look.
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:. Though purists may disagree, some antiques

should be updated if it means they'Il be put to

:....$ood use. In this bedroom, for example, a

bedside table sports new hand-painted details,

and an antique metal child's bed-fined with

upholstered cushions-makes a handy bench.
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Combine clifferent rypes of stomge fol thc most interesting ancl efficient

results. In this bedroom, a n'all of built-ins offers hidden storage as q'ell as

open shelres for clispla,v, and a mirrored armoire holds electronic equipment

Freeing up n'all space in the bedroom. a bank of closets lines the halh'ay

that leads to the bath.



LESSONS IN LIJXUR-\'

during the day. For more flexibiliry.

consider a chair-and-ottoman combination;

the ottoman can hold a breaHast tray.

Tight on space? A window seat can be as

narrow as 18 inches and still offer a place

to relax.

I' "i;r,;.t,t;t' -:I .i...,' 1'..:.:r

A sitting area takes a bedroom from a place to sleep to a bona fide

retreat If you aren't stafiing from scratch or can't add on, see if you can

steal space from a closet, an adjacent mused bedroom, or a l.rallway to

create a sitting room. Separating it from the bed creates an area

conducive to homework-whether catching up on con'espondence at an

antique desk or opelating a pdvate business.

a breeze to create. Choose a primary print-the bor-rquet-and-ribbon

fabric in this suite, fol example-then accent it with smaller amoltnts

of a compatible print (such as the floral border print usecl for the

chaise and bed skirts) and a solid. Shirring and quilting the fabrics

also will vary their look

82

:i$'Tor a classic look that's easy on the eyes and
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LESSONS IN LUXUR\

,l{t, i- r'i,r:.:r l' 1,ji-j !--i l. i-r,i't, i. iij I l'ii * l' :

If you can spare the space, separate your tub and shower. Then, make

each its own sybaritic sanctuary. If you like the thought of bathing under

natural light, make sure your windows are high enough that they don't

require coverings, or position the tub so you can walk around it and

lower window treatments before you turn on the water. Be sure to

choose nonskid surfaces throughout the bath.

A double vanity-more a given than a luxury in

today's new homes----eases the morning rush

hour. lts look, however, need not be strictly

utilrterian. Today's metals of honor for the bath

include chrome, brass, nickel, copper, and pewter

(shown), Choose an undercounter-mount or

integral sink for a sleek look that's easy to clean. Dress up those hard, smooth surfaces in your bath with decorative

furnishings befitting the rest of your house. An upholstered chair

helps turn this bath into a dressing room, and a just-for-show

antique chandelier adds drama above the tub. E

BLryING GIJIDE ON PAGE 9A
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